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FROM THE CENTER OF THE PUERTO RICAN 

Cordillera Central’s green backbone, 
one can see the clear blue line of the 
horizon. Being on an island, we live, 
breathe and feel the constant presence 
of the sea. But, like estranged lovers, we 
choose to look inland, away from the 
ocean and refuse to contemplate the 
rhythm of the waves that visit us from 
faraway places. That is not the case of 
artist Nick Quijano.

Quijano knows a beach which beck-
ons him, and its waves, like generous 
friends, are plentiful with unexpected 
gifts in his frequent visits to its shore. 
As a sanjuanero since 1980, Quijano 
discovered Cascajo Beach to the east of 
La Perla—San Juan’s mythical slum—
where the Atlantic Ocean regularly 
returns the debris discarded elsewhere 
by humans. The sea lovingly washes, 
polishes, takes away all utilitarian 

vestige and deposits the trash ashore 
so that it may reincarnate in a life not 
pragmatic, but aesthetic, through Qui-
jano’s hands.

For a prosaic eye the sand is shame-
fully covered with garbage. Yet, to a 
keen gaze, the beach is full of possi-
bilities, a veritable quarry made up of 
diverse and enticing pieces of a puzzle, 
its possibilities awaiting the call of 
imagination. Quijano will collect them, 
wash them, classify them and later 
combine them into assemblages, three-
dimensional collages, new cultural 
objects with their own stories to tell. 

There are certain self-imposed 
rules to this creative process: first, 
the assemblages or artefactos must all 
come from material washed ashore on 
this beach; second, it must be plastic 
and industrial refuse, result of the pro-
cessing of fossil fuel; third, it must be 

historical, political and cultural con-
texts of Loíza. Titled Tocones, Elegía, 
Costa Serena and Apoteosis, they relate 
the resistance of the Loíza community 
through more than three centuries of 
marginalization and political and eco-
nomic domination. Here charcoal, with-
out the shaded colors and textures of oil, 
imprints its raw images and immerses 
the observer’s imagination in multilay-
ered mythologies: in these drawings 
indigenous Taínos, free and enslaved 
Africans, Spaniards, immigrant Irish 
landowners, Catholics saints, and Afri-
can belief systems integrate with and 
transform current tensions created by 
unemployment, gang, drug, and police 
violence, and limited economic develop-
ment to keep a community “standing” on 
the solid syncretic basis of its African-
Hispanic cultural heritage.

I visited Lind-Ramos in his studio in 
late September 2014 to view an in-prog-
ress assemblage of even larger dimen-
sions than those of De Pie. He requested 
that I not photograph the project in its 
entirety but did permit photos of clus-
ters of objects. The story of the Fiestas 
of Santiago Apóstol, its saints, masked 
characters, music, processions, and their 
egungun function of calling the ances-
tors, resides inside its assembled objects 
and memories. A segment of a new unfin-
ished piece contained a broken trombone 
slide given to Lind-Ramos by a friend, the 
Loízan-born jazz great William Cepeda; 
another part comes from a discarded high 
school instrument; and the broken horn 
itself was acquired as junk in Amsterdam. 
From Loíza the artist recycles the World.

Lowell Fiet teaches Caribbean Drama 
and Performance at the University of 
Puerto Rico, Río Piedras, and directs the 
Interdisciplinary Studies Program in 
College of Humanities. He is the author 
of El teatro puertorriqueño reimaginado: 
Notas críticas sobre la creación dramática 
y el performance (Ediciones Callejón, 
2004) and Caballeros, Vejigantes, Locas y 
Viejos: Santiago Apóstol y los performer-
os afro-puertorriqueños (Terranova  
Editores, 2007).

A Present from the Sea
The Work of Nick Quijano 
BY SONIA CABANILLAS
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polished by a long stay in deep waters, 
sometimes even encrusted with corals, 
shells or pebbles, or simply scraped by 
the ocean floor. As a sign of respect and 
sacralization, these pieces will be incor-
porated without any adjustment: no cut-
ting or bending, seen as a mutilation of 
the object. Its identity cannot be veiled 
or masked but always must be recogniz-
able amidst the other components; e.g, a 
comb must remain a comb even as one 
may see it as a mustache.

The eye “sees” new objects, infers 
connections or recognizes resemblanc-
es as the mind creates them out of the 
juxtaposition of elements. So the myr-
iad of “sculptures” rises. The artist then 
calls them “personages”—as actors in 
a play—cultural types more than indi-
viduals: a brainy man smoking a pipe, 
a bitchy blonde, a dreamy heartbroken 
lover… The pieces can also morph into 

strange ideograms of long lost civiliza-
tions; maquettes of ancient/future cities 
or of postindustrial ghost towns. Plastic 
bottles can be seen as clouds; ropes and 
wires can become gigantic nests. Whim-
sical creatures—à la Arcimboldo—can 
exist as a Frankensteinian moment, 
remaining only as a photograph.

The artist is creating a narrative both 
simple and complex: Where do we come 
from? Where are we going? We know 
about prehistory from its stone arti-
facts, we know about the Neolithic era 
from its copper, bronze or iron weapons. 
What are we leaving as evidence of our 
moment in time? Of course, it is plastic 
and all the petroleum derivatives that 
make up every aspect of our contempo-
rary life. The sea returns this refuse; it is 
not biodegradable. Ours is still the time 
of “black gold” and yet this time is also 
destined for extinction. Art made out of 

discarded plastic is a testament to a dis-
appearing epoch.

Quijano, through his work, unveils 
the “techne”—human intervention on the 
materials of art—questions the “thelos”—
a work’s finality and its dissolution in a 
new meaning—and unmasks its being 
as something useless in the world of 
consumption—garbage—while he trans-
ports it into the other realm of useless-
ness: as a work of art. 

Sonia Cabanillas is a philosophy, 
literature and humanities professor 
at Universidad Metropolitana, Cupey 
campus, Puerto Rico. She has written 
extensively on Puerto Rican art, includ-
ing the work of Nick Quijano.

For a video of the exhibition, please 
see https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=v6IoEF_Tsrw.

THE ART OF TRASH

Opposite page: Mapa inmundi, 2012; above: Basura 4 and 5.
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